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GVSU Radio Station Slow to Make Waves
Itx Jennifer I . \ \  igger
News Writer
A lack of funds is the only ob­
stacle which is keeping a stu­
dent-operated campus radio sta­
tion from becoming a reality.
According to George Bliss and 
Dave Gebbin, the station could 
be on the air as soon as the fall 
of 19() 1 if funds and/or equip­
ment are found.
Bliss and Gebbin are members
ol Spectral Perceptions, a audio/ 
video student organization 
w hk h exists in order to I ill ex - 
isiine media gaps on i.impus.
Currently, die primary purpose 
ol Spectral Perceptions is to cre­
ate and establish a student-oper­
ated campus radio station.
Spectral Perceptions is hoping 
that part of the Student Life Fee 
will be allocated to the radio sta­
tion. For this to happen, it is 
necessary that students let the 
Student Senate know that they 
want a student-operated campus 
radio station, and that they want 
their Student Life Fee to go to­
wards helping the radio station 
star!
S[X'c tral Perceptions feels that 
a student-operated campus radio
station would benefit die GVSU 
community in numerous ways.
First of all, a student-operated 
campus radio station will help 
those students on the announcing 
siall in develop communication 
skills essential m leadership and 
important m every-day life. 
Such skills include the organiza­
tion of thought, proper pronun­
ciation and enunciation, the abil­
ity to persuade others, and the 
ability to convey thought in a 
clear and concise manner.
Second, die student who is in­
volved in a student-operated 
campus radio station will learn
to serve others. The announcing 
stall is responsible for the con 
veyanec of an on air product that 
is complete, truthful, and fair.
The support staff has the re 
sponsibihly of developing and 
maintaining die lools used in 
producing the on-air product. 
All in all, the stall' ol a student 
operated campus radio station 
would learn to daily ask them­
selves two questions: 1) Whal 
docs ihc listening audience 
need? and 2) How can we best 
deliver it to them? According to
See WAV KS p.2
"G VFinally 
Ciears the 
Smoke
By David Slater
News Writer
With the beginning of 
Winter classes on January 
seventh came the end of 
tolerauon for smoking in 
many GVSU campus budd­
ings.
Following the lead of an 
October 15 article in the 
Forum which modified the 
previous GVSU position on 
smoking, the department 
heads of most campus 
buildings held conferences 
last November to determine 
the smoking policy of their 
particular budding. As a 
result, a number of build­
ings which had previously 
set aside a room or hallway 
as a designated smoking 
area have now become 
smoke - live.
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Lotus Program Brings up
By Deb Schultz
News Writer
March of 1991 marks the 
scheduled release of the Lotus 
Development Corporations new 
product, Lotus Marketplace.
The Lotus Marketplace pro­
gram lists names, addresses, 
shopping habits and estimated 
income levels of-som e 80 mil­
lion households. Detailed infor­
mation on American consumers 
such as age, sex, and marital 
status are also included in the 
listings. Excluded are phone 
numbers.
The product is not designed 
for consumers but rather for
businesses who want to know 
about consumers. Lotus Market­
place will allow “legitimate busi­
nesses” to access their target au­
dience and inexpensively promote 
their product or service to the se­
lected buyers through direct mail­
ing.
For $695 a “legitimate busi­
ness” (one that Lotus says must 
have a verified address and be 
checked against what they call a 
“fraud file”) can purchase the 
program containing 5,000 names 
initially. For an additional $400, 
five thousand more names can be 
added to the program.
One of the major concerns sur­
rounding the Lotus Marketplace
program is privacy. Kim Ranger, 
Faculty Librarian and member o f  a 
national computer discussion group 
dealing with government docu­
ments, comments, “It sounds like a 
good product for small business 
who want to target specific people. 
It is unethical, however, because 
there is no way for an individual to 
know or correct the information that 
they have. It’s an invasion of-pri­
vacy.”
Ranger also emphasized that 
there is no way to insure the pro­
gram is sold to “legitimate busi­
nesses” only and there is no legal 
way for Lotus to verify an individu­
als income aside from the Code of 
Fair Information Practices which
they may be in danger o f vio­
lating.
The Code o f  Fair Informa­
tion Practices requires that 
companies like Lotus provide 
individuals access to the list­
ings and allow them to review 
the information and make 
corrections. Privacy advo­
cates say the Lotus Develop­
ment Corporation violates 
this code if they sell Market­
place without the consent of 
those listed in it.
In the November 13,1990 
issue o f The Wall Si. Journal 
an article titled, “Lotus Prod­
uct Spurs Fears about Pri­
vacy” (Section B, p. I) dis-
W AVESfrom p.l
Spectral Perceptions, “a success­
ful, well-run campus radio sta­
tion is the consequence of find­
ing the best answers to these 
questions eaclfday.”
Third, a student-operated cam­
pus radio station will benefit the
faculty, staff, and students of the 
GVSU community, and also the 
entire listening area, by shaping a 
common identity which reflects a 
diversity of interests and tastes. 
In celebrating the creative and in­
tellectual efforts of its constitu-
r POLICE BEAT
1/7/91: A student was ar­
rested for driving in violation 
o f  a restricted license after 
being pulled over for driving 
under the speed limit.
A student confessed  to 
stealing a stop sign. The sign 
was recovered from a dorm 
room and returned ^  Physical 
’’Plant.
An accident occuued at 
42nd Avenue and Campus 
Drive W est The driver o f  one 
vehicle drove into the path o f  
the other vehicle, causing the 
collision. Both drivers are 
students and neither was in­
jured.
1/9/91: A hit and run acci­
dent occurred in Lot F. The 
vehicle, owned by a student, 
was damaged on the rear left 
and right quarter panels.
An accident occurred in the 
parking lot between Macki­
nac and Manitou. The driver 
of one vehicle backed into the
rear o f  the other vehicle, 
causing the two to be hooked 
bumper to bumper. No one 
was injured.
1/13/91: A non-student 
was arrested for driving 
while license suspended after 
being pulled over for driving 
on the sidewalk in the South 
courtyard. r w ;  *
A student, after being  
pulled over for weaving, was 
arrested for driving in viola­
tion o f a restricted license.
1/14/91: A student was ar­
rested for minor in posses­
sion after being pulled over 
for a broken headlight —
Medical Emergencies
1/12/91: A student who fell 
during cheerleading practice 
in the Fieldhouse suffered 
possiblC’back and rib injuries 
and was taken to Butterworth 
Hospital by LIFE Ambu­
lance.
C o m p u te rs ^
o w n e r J im  S h ipa ila
COUl&ATt 
STARTER KIT
386 SX 
40 MEG 
VGA COLOR
PANASONIC 1180 PRINTER 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED
*1 995°°■ f W M t J  COM PLETE
MON. & FRI. 10 A M- 8  PM 
TUES., WED., THURS. 10 AM - 6 PM 
SATURDAY 10 AM- 3  PM
193 C hicago D rive, Jen ison  
(Behind  Mr. Fables) 457-8690
ency, the radio station would breed 
respect and acceptance of this di­
versity.
Fourth, a student-operated radio 
station will provide a way for the 
University community to have im­
mediate access to important infor­
mation, not to mention daily cam­
pus news and events.
Fifth, a student-operated campus 
radio station will provide invaluable 
career training for those students 
who wish to pursue careers in 
broadcasting.
Currently, Spectral Perceptions is 
planning on beginning a carrier-cur­
rent radio station. This means that 
the listening area will be smaller, 
the radio station will be found on 
the AM dial, and that GVSU regu­
lations must be followed.
However, after the first year of 
operation, it is hoped that other ar­
eas o f the business community will 
donate money and/or equipment, al­
lowing the station to become a
broadcast station. This would 
increase the listening area, 
place the radio station under 
the Federal Communication 
C om m ission’s regulations, 
and allow the station to be on 
the FM dial.
cussed the issues surrounding 
Lotus Marketplace. Dan Schim-
mcl, developer o f  Marketplace, 
comments that all the program 
will do is send consumers “a few 
more pieces o f  mail” and allow 
small businesses to use targeted 
direct mail inexpensively.
Lotus Marketplace was dc 
signed for A pple Computer
lnc. ’s Macintosh and provides 
unlimited, permanent use of the 
household listings to the pro 
gram owner.
People who do not want to be 
on the list can request so by writ 
ing:
Lotus DcvelopmentCorporn 
tion
Alin: Market Name Referral 
Service
55 Cambridge Parkway 
Cambridge, MA 02142
Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel Caribbean 
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico 
C A L L  N O W !  C all re fundab le
1 -2 0 6 -7 3 6 -7 0 0 0 , Ext._£4_LiL
Publishing Opportunities ^
I Gale Research Inc, has immediate openings (or students & graduates to do
0 research and writing for our reference books and other information-based products.
Qualified candidates must have—
v college coursework in liberal arts 
S strong writing skills
) v researching experience
/  v proofreading and editing skills
\  These challenging, entry-level positions have advancemenl opportunities. Our 
i  benefit package includes immediate medical, dental, and vision coverage; flexible 
work hours; tuition assistance; and profit sharing.'
If you are interested in joining one of the premier information providers for 
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want (o hear from you. Call our 24-hour 
information Un£ (313) 961-4519 or send your resume, transcripts, and 
non-returnable expository writing sample to:
Editorial Recruiter
Gale Research Inc.
_  635 Penobscot Bldg D etroit M l 48226
J  Equal Opportunity Employer
If Kaplan 
Doesn’t G et 
You Your W hites, 
We’ll Give You Back 
Your Green.
Wfe’re so certain that our prep course can help you pass the nursing boards, 
well refund you your money or let you take the course again if you don't pass.
How can we be so sure you 'll pass? Maybe it's our 50 years of experience 
Our small classes and advanced teaching methods. Or a research department that 
reacts to test changes before most companies even know they exist
Whatever tt is, the Kaplan method works. So if you want to be a nurse, the 
ome to stan practicing is now
£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
2627 EAST BELTLINE S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506-5937  
CALL: (616) 957-9701
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST.
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One of the many featured speekers • during Black Awareness Month and 
Martin Luther King Week was Councilman Woodrow Stanley from Flint Michi­
gan. Woodrow adressed the issue of blacks in politics on January 16 in Lhe 
Mainsail Room in the Kirkof Center. Many students and families attended the 
event.
BOTH PHOTOS BY EMILY STANKEY
flew out here with the Aero-Med 
helicopter pronounced him dead 
at the scene about 11:45.”
Brouwer added that 
SanGrcgorio was not wearing a 
seatbelt; however, Schmidtke 
wore his belt but was legally 
intoxicated while driving.
The accident occurred on a 
stretch of highwnv formerlv 
funded In ,i ledcral grant A 
two-ve.ir gum enabled more 
polm pu >K\ t ii ui on Vies I,, 
stop cars going a! high rales ol 
speed oi whose diners were 
under the inlluenee ol alcohol.
About an hour alter the 
accident, the grim task of 
notifying the family and loved 
ones began
“I had a patrol car notify the 
Birmingham, Michigan police 
department," Brouwer said. 
“They sent a car over to his 
parents’ house and notified 
them
Rolx'rt and Call Sant lregono 
cliameteri/ed their son as 
interested in helping people. 
\cry IriendL. and outgoing
I Ik in were Y in jvi'plc at Ills 
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ol M A I >1 > and we are puhIik mg 
v n l e o s  and publk s m i i  e 
annouik emails dealing yy itfi ih is 
lopu
C. SANGREGORGIO continued-
Jeff Pintur, his roommate and 
longtime friend since junior 
high, said ihai SanGrcgorio had 
lust decided on his major and
■y .1 - walls cell ine In yol y ed yy ilh 
dm spirts [in>grams here
Vlara I louk , SanGrcgorio s 
gulfriend, echoed the comments 
ol ho parents by talking ol 
Greg's easygoing personality.
AYe had been dating for about 
a month,” llouk said “He
wanted to he close to sports. It 
was indicative of his personality
and how he wanted to counsel 
people involved in sports.
" 1 \y a s yy it h Jell a I his 
apartment waning for Greg to 
return Irom ushering a pIa\ in 
Grand Rapids when we were 
notified by the police "
Honk also had the exact lime 
ol the accident memorized 
NoY'emhcr 40 at I 1 02 pm
CLEAR from p.l ------------------
ment (or studying and, il pos­
sible, to encourage smokers to 
quit situ iking
Although there tire presently 
no smoking cessation classes 
available at GVSIJ, Butcher 
noted that he would be happy to 
direct interested smokers toward 
an appropriate program.
Some side effects of the smok­
ing restrictions appear to have 
been unforeseen by GVSIJ pol­
icy makers. Though imple­
mented with good intentions, the 
new non-smoking rules have 
generally resulted in an increase 
in non-smoker militancy. 
"Smoking stinks!" stud Fresh­
man Janet D’Hac/.e. "It's a 
health hazard and is annoying."
Guy Rockefcllar, another 
freshman, agreed. Students 
should smoke in campus build­
ings “because they don’t have to 
stay there like the instructors.”
The new smoking restrictions 
are “a good idea, so that they 
don’t smoke in our faces,” said 
Judy Love, a non-smoking Sen­
ior in Russian Studies, “if I 
catch them smoking, I’ll report 
them.”
Less radical non-smokers have 
noticed a change in the number 
of smokers who use break 
rooms. One senior who asked 
not to be identified noted ol the 
Au Sable break room, which has 
only recently been made off lim­
ns to smokers, "Smokers don’t 
come here nearly as much... 
They mostly cut down on the 
time spent in here... If they were 
interesting people, I didn’t care 
i! ihe> smoked or m >t ”
Freshmen M.u guerel tc and 
Marionc l.uhanks, who do nut 
smoke, agreed with the pi’Iky
changes, hut added that students 
should have been me luded in the 
decision making, "I think sin 
denis should he able to have a 
sac so since they are tin tic tier 
part of campus,” said Marguer- 
ettc
The view that students should 
have been consulted was re­
peated by a number ol smokers, 
who tended to fee! that GVSL 
had not made a genuine effort to 
resolve the conflict equitably. 
"It is an infringement on stu­
dents’ rights for a legal activity 
like smoking to he diminished,” 
said Bruce Bretzke, a Business 
major who smokes "Students 
pay m go here and students use 
the break rooms.. They should 
have been involved” in the' pol­
ice making
Two long-time university cm 
ployces who asked to remain 
anonymous for fear ol discrimi­
nation agreed that the decision to 
make certain GVSL buildings 
smoke-free should have involved 
students “because we are a de­
mocracy."
Kelli Clause, a Junior in Mar­
keting, suggested that every 
building have a designated 
smoking area. “It could be put 
in the remotest part of the build­
ing." The new smoking restric­
tions are “definitely not going to 
make smokers quit smoking. 
You should be able to make that 
choice, as long as you arc edu­
cated" about the hazards of 
smoking.
The feeling of most smokers is 
probably best summed up by 
Spanish Professor Robert  
Hocksema when be said, some- 
what lacetiouslv, "I think all 
yy iii h hull’s are about the same
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Your T urn
Missing The Point
Ianthom,
I would like to respond to the senseless slaughter of Tom Scholtcn’s 
article “No Vaccinations, Just Awareness” by a somewhat concerned 
David S. Slater. It is my opinion that Tom’s article was aimed at 
awareness and that teen pregnancy and the manipulation of the female 
gender were virtually nonexistent. The point was clearly missed by 
Mr, Slater who seems to be quite blind to reality by dwelling on 
abstinence as the means for avoidance. Well Mr. Slater, you can keep 
on abstaining while the rest of us students, eager to read good material 
on the subject, lead fulfilling lives and are aware of how to avoid 
STD’s by the material we read. Thanks to people such as Tom who 
choose to write in spite of the constant barrage of critics who have 
nothing better to do in their spare time than to blow hot air, we as a 
people can lead the informed lives necessary to our survival. I fail to 
sec your point in writing the article other than to condone your insecu­
rities toward women by kissing up. You might have some wise invest­
ment in the chapstick market at the rate you are going.
Sieve Elms 
A Concerned Reader
For Mom, Apple Pie and Texaco?
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor
As of this writing, war has, 
more or less, been officially de­
clared by the United States upon 
Iraq. The date is Wednesday, 
January 16, 1991. At approxi­
mately 6:35pm (Eastern Stan­
dard Time) offensive military 
action was initiated by the US 
against Iraq. Most noticeably in 
the city of Baghdad. ABC News 
correspondent Gary Shepard was 
the first American newsman to 
report fighting in the skies over 
Baghdad.
At 7:00pm (EST), White 
House Press Secretary Marlin 
Fi 17.water issued a brief state­
ment saying that, “The liberation 
of Kuwait has begun.” Fitzwater
went on brie 11 y to give this of­
fensive the official codcnamc, 
Operation: Desert Storm. 
Fity.water concluded by saying 
that the President would address 
the nation at 9:00pm (EST) that 
evening.
As I reflect on the events of 
this evening, I am overcome by a 
multitude of emotions. Fear, 
hope and more than anything 
else, anger. I fear this offensive 
because we arc now locked in a 
conflict which will most cer­
tainly see massive casualties on 
both sides. I fear this offensive 
because the United States is 
fighting a completely new kind 
of enemy in so far as culture is
concerned. I fear this oil n r.< 
because Arab-Amcricam ! 
in the US arc going to be if 
tims of prejudice and siopu m 
I hope that this conflict ■.: 
over shortly and that loss < 
is minimal. I hope that 
this conflict docs come 
end, that the Arab I cairn 
lions and the US will hau . 
understanding and bcmin 
lies.
However, I am still angle 
am angry that President ( ho  
Bush has declared this wai m f 
name of his “New World i >■ 
dcr”, which in itself is noilum
See MOM |
Susan Fellows 
Nursing, Senior
I’m not sure we should be inter 
vemng now, so I’m not sure d 
we should have there. AI 
though I support that we me 
there (the Persian GulD now
Mark Garbe
Film and Video, Senior
Definitely! If he’s going to use 
that as a platform, he has to stick 
to it; not just when it suns him.”
Mark Brown 
Communications, Junior
I think the President made the 
right decision, but I think he 
should have intervened in the 
Square and South Africa.”
T h e  Q u e s t io n :
Bv Bob Cooley N Emily Stanhey
In his Open Letter to 
College Students last 
week, President Bush 
said that, . .we have
the obligation. . .to stop 
ruthless aggression. "
I f  this is his universal 
guideline to aggression, 
do you feel that we 
should have intervened 
in South Africa and 
Tienammen Square?
Fredjon Denny 
P R , Senior
Yes II it’s a general policy, he 
should apply it across the board 
and not to what is just poliU- 
cally profitable to him."
Sheri Postmus 
Communications, Junior
I’m not exactly sure I’m not up 
on what happened in these con­
flicts But, we told him (Sad 
dam) to get out, and we are 
more involved in this situation 
because of o il"
Gary' Klein 
Advertising, Senior 
’The situation now m the middle 
east is a different situation. They 
took over a friendly neighbor 
Idle situation in China is basi­
cally within their own country. 
I’m not opposed to America 
being in the middle east.”
Ylondia Nelson 
Economics, Sophomore
President Bush is j  bar1 He’ll do 
anything to build patriotism As far 
as South A Inca, there was no 
money to gain m South Africa, but 
because America is so materialistic, 
wc blew South Africa away and 
jumped on another subject."
V
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more than President Bush’s per­
sonal hypocrisy bandwagon. In 
his letter to college students 
which appeared in last week’s 
edition of the Lanthom, Bush 
said, “There is much in the mod­
em world that is subject to 
doubts or questions —  washed in 
shades of gray. But not the bru­
tal aggression o f Saddam 
Hussein against a peaceful, sov­
ereign nation and its people. It’s 
black and white. The facts are 
clear. The choice unambigu­
ous.” If these are some of the 
examples of what Bush consid­
ers to fit the criteria for interven­
tion by his “New World Order", 
than where was he when inno­
cent people were being slaugh­
tered in Tianamcn Square in Bei­
jing? Why has Bush not invaded 
South Africa and overthrown the 
Apartheid regime?
“The man who used chemical 
warfare on his own people — 
once again including children — 
now oversees public hangings of 
dissenters." Of course President 
Bush was speaking o f Saddam 
Hussein, however, the same 
could be said for President Bush. 
The man who did little in the 
way of social programs for his 
own people — so that even chil­
dren starved and died — now 
sends American troops off to 
their deaths because it is in the 
best interests of freedom. Or is 
it in the best interests of Bush 
himself? Let’s not forget that 
before he ran for President for
the first time back in 1980 that 
he was a Texas legislator, so 
this war for oil mean a 
more to him than he’s let­
ting on?
All or none. If President Bush 
is going to wave his flag and 
rattle his saber screaming “New 
World Order” every time an 
Arab League nation is invaded, 
than he had better damn well do 
the same for any country that 
commits atrocities against its 
own people or against the people 
of another country. Hey George, 
does the name Lithuania ring 
any bells?
Maybe President Bush need 
look no further then his own
f  \
Something
To Think
About...
“Never mistake 
knowledge fo r  
wisdom. One 
helps you make a 
living; the other 
helps you make a 
life."
•Sandra Carey
front ^ard to see the effects that 
horrible social programs have on 
the people of a world power. 
Maybe instead of trying to count 
homeless people in the census, 
he’ll actually try and find them 
homes. Hey George, let’s try 
and make the good old USA a
better place to live before we go 
and liberate Kuwait.
The troops fighting in the 
Middle East have my support 
110%. If the draft is reinstated, I 
will enlist and go join the fight. 
I will not fight for the liberation 
of Kuwait but rather to try and
ensure the safe return of the rest 
of our troops. I also agree with 
President Bush that Saddam 
Hussein is a dangerous man, but 
isn’t President Bush just as dan­
gerous for only telling us half of 
the truth?
PLEBES L. T. Horton
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Why should you do what everyone else is 
doing? I mean, just because everyone else is 
living in Grand Valley Apartments, why should 
you?
If not because everyone else is doing it, how 
about because Grand Valley Apartments of­
fers an exclusive freshman building, the op­
tion of cable T.V. and fully furnished and 
carpeted rooms. This is not to mention our 
short , well-lit walk to campus and energy 
efficient apartment design (which saves you 
money on utilities.) With all these features, I 
guess the real question is,
Why not?
Grand Valley Apartments. 
The right choice.
Call 895-6351 for more info.
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Careers
February: Career M onth
To kick o ff the theme o f  
“careers” for February, a res­
ume writing session will be 
held on Thursday, January 
31, in room 212 (just o ff  the 
computer lab) in Manitou 
Hall.
The resume writing blitz 
will take place from 8 a.m. 
until 11 p.m., and the staff of 
th e  Career Planning and 
Counseling Center and the 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement offices will be on 
hand to assist students with 
the developm ent o f their 
resumes.
Last summer the Coopera­
tive Education and Place­
ment Office asked David 
Klinger, a senior computer 
science major, to develop a 
computer software package 
that will make it relatively 
easy for students to develop 
a quality resume. Mr. Klin­
ger has been working on this 
software package for six 
months, and it is currently 
being tested by students. The 
program, called “Resume 
Writer,” will be ready for 
use at the blitz.
All students will be able to 
use “Resume Writer,” but 
the fust 100 students to par­
ticipate in the resume writing 
blitz who develop a resume 
utilizing this software pack­
age will receive the “Resume 
W riter” diskette free o f  
charge, compliments of the 
Cooperative Education and 
Placement Office.
Resumes are essential for 
on-campus interviews and 
the four Career Days held in 
February and April. Under­
graduates may also want to 
consider writing a resume 
for use in seeking summer 
employment or internships.
The Karats screaming in Kirkhof. PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY
Screaming Karats and 
KitchenHead, Live!
By Chris Flisek
Entertainment Writer
Local bands KitchenHead and 
The Screaming Karats put on a 
fantastic show last Friday night 
in the K irkhof C en ter’s 
Promenade Deck. As always, 
the show was put together by 
Spectral Perceptions.
D ave Gebben, o f  .Spectral 
P ercep tion s, (the man 
responsible for putting the whole 
shin-dig together) said, “W e’re 
trying to stress the importance of 
getting good music on campus.”
He added, “If people don’t 
show up tonight, they’re gonna 
miss a hell of a show.” He was 
right.
Kitchen Head, a three-man, 
back-to-basics band, started the 
show. Looking like they just 
stepped out of a garage, they put 
on a fiercely intense show.
A ll three m em bers are 
amazing musicians and play their 
instruments with blinding speed. 
Lead singer, Matt Sackett, can
hit notes that would maim a 
lesser man.
The roughly hour-long set was 
fantastic. Even though the crowd 
was pretty sedate and nobody 
was dancing, the trio kept up the 
energy throughout. They ended 
with a great cover o f  the 
Minutemen cover of the Van 
Halen song, “Ain’t Talkin’ ‘Bout 
Love.” (Trust me, there is a 
difference.)
The Karats followed about 
tw enty m inutes later and 
immediately took total control of 
the crowd. Lead singer, Tim 
Johnsons, was a consummate 
performer. Nobody could take 
their eyes off him, and bassist 
Tom Jamrosz played with such 
intense passion that it often 
looked as though he were in pain.
Then, as if by some divine 
force, people began to dance and 
then they began to slam. It was 
heaven...people slamming at 
GVSU. It was quite religious.
These guys knew how to play a 
crowd. They knew when to rock
out or when to funk it up when 
necessary. The rest o f the band 
took a break while Johnsons 
played a nice acoustic number. 
“People usually go to the bar 
when I play my acoustic stuff,” 
he said before starting. Nobody 
was leaving.
They ended with a one-song 
encore based around a funky 
guitar riff that consisted o f song 
snippets from everybody from 
Wild Cherry to The B52s to 
Talking H eads. A udience  
members even had their chance 
to ego trip as Johnsons placed 
the microphone onto the dance 
floor.
After the show  I asked  
Jamrosz and Johnsons how they 
felt. “Great It felt great.” And 
they were right. Those of us 
who were there walked away 
sweaty and happy.
Although it was a good crowd, 
very energetic, it wasn’t big 
enough. If there aren’t bigger
sec KARATS p. 12
Shelly Hawkins and 
Cathy Grayson 
receive information 
from Troy Cawan 
at the Minority 
Students table 
during Campus Life 
Night.
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Come 
Play With 
GVSU
Auditions Notice
On Sunday, January 27 from 2 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 6 p.m to 9 
p.m. there will be auditions for 
four one-act plays to be directed 
by senior theatre majors. These 
plays are not to be confused with 
the Student One-Acts which will 
be held later in the semester 
These arc plays written by a I 
ready-established playwrights 
like Thorton Wilder and Christo 
pher Durang.
The auditions will be held in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre in 
the Caldcr Fine Arts Center. 
There arc approximately 10 fe­
male and 10 male roles.
People who audition M UST  
be available for rehearsals most 
evenings and som e weekends. 
Auditioning will take place from 
scripts, but participants should 
feel free to have a short audition 
piece prepared. Scripts will not 
be available ahead o f time.
Performance dates are Fchru 
ary 22, 23, and 24 at 8 p m 
Questions? Call 4 58-104 s „r 
895-5946.
PHOTOBY EMILY STANKEY l
OUR TOWN
Tom Hamilton, Theatre 
Grand Valley’s Technical 
Director and local actor, 
will appear as the Stage 
Manager in the university’s 
production o f Our Town on 
January 24, 25, 26, 31, and 
February 1 and 2. Laura 
Gardner Salazar, a Grand 
Valley professor, is direct 
ing. The production is 
planned as an exchangi 
w ith the C h eliab lin sk  
USSR Polytechnica! Um 
versity Theatre's produc 
tion o f the same play Ar 
rangements for the c\ 
change arc still in the pre 
liminary stages.
Thornton W ilder’s play 
has become one o f the best 
known and m ost-loved  
American dramas since its 
introduction over fifty 
years ago. First produced 
on the eve of WWI1, it ex 
amined the values and in 
noccncc of America on ilu 
brink of WW|. Although 
twice removal from thov 
wars, the situation seems 
not unlike January 19 9 1 
Perform ances of (>iif 
Town are at 8 p.m. in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre 
in Calder. For reservations 
or information, call (616) 
895-3668.
A
G u l f  Cr isis
Serving Overseas
FPO San Francisco, Calif 96602-9474
v>*“« ’ -i . ‘slfaj ‘ .. •
Comments: 
Service: Marines
Doing fine.
Just Started intensive training. 
Misses home and school.
i*
H a  
Sigma Phi Epsilon member.
Would like fraternity brothers to write.
'
m m
Students waiting and watching at Campus Life NitefJan. 17,1991), as
we receive more news about the G ulf Crisis.
.YSTANKEY
Jeffrey T. Hodges
Age 21
Charles J. Bron
Age 22
Military Address:
Military Address:
Spc. Bron, Charles J. 
526-35-2026
HHC 7th Gp./ 419th Trans. Bn. 
180th Trans. Co.
APONY 09616-0006
Mark Clough
Age 26
. .. 
Military Address:
L. Cpl. Hodges. Jeffrey T.
377-72-0067
“AM Co. 1st Bn. /24th Marines 
mMEF
FPO San Fransisco, Calif. 96602-9474
Comments:
Sgt Clough Mark J. 
364-84-4618 
Box T 1074 
Tinker Air Force Base 
Oklahoma 73145
Comments:•\ '•> Vil,*"'. ;,T-
Service: Marines
Service: Army 
Stationed in Saudi Arabia.
Not much to do at fust.
Now busy on missions.
Hauling water, mail, and supplies to troops. 
Temperatures now range from 50-85. 
Member of Delta Sigma Phi at Grand Valley. 
Would like letters from frat brothers.
Service: Marines
Status: Departed U.S. 1/4/91
Destination presently unknown.
Presently in Okinawa 
Flew out of the U.S. on Christmas, delayed by typhoon. 
Adapting well.
Mother says: “I know these kids arc lonesome and want mail.'
Alvie T. Daniels
Age 21
Patrick Kelley
Age 19
Service: Marines
Military Address:
William G. Bron (brother) 
Military Adress:
Hn. Daniels. Alvie T.. USNR 382-72-6093 
“A” Co. 1st Bn. 24th Marine ID MEF 
FPO San Francisco, Calif. 96602 Michael E. Lawrence
Age 23
Pvl Bron, william G. 
526-37-6227
HHC 7th Gp7419th Trans. Bn. 
180th Trans. Co.
APONY 09616-0006
Comments:
Comments:
Service: Navy
Presently in Okinawa, training.
Thinks weather there is nicer dun in California.
Wishes he could come home.
Working as a hospital corpsman in the field with the Marines.
Military Address:
Sgt Lawrence, Michael E.
378-78-8635
7th Trans. Gp. 419th Trans. Bn. 180 Trans. 
APONY 09616-0006
Service: Army 
Stationed in Saudi Arabia
Wishes he had a sleeping bag to keep him warm on cold nights. 
Taking pictures of camels.
Everything fine.
Keeping busy.
Comments:
Steven Dougherty
Age 22
Military Address:
Service: Army
Presently stationed in Middle East in Bahrain. 
“Doing fine.”
Wishes he was home.
Kevin R. Buflen
Age 21
L CpI. Dougherty, Steven A. 
379-66-1442
Engr. Dec HQ Bssf 5 MEB. Det P 
FPO san Francisco, Calif. 96693-8541
John C. McKay
Age 20
Sen
Wa
"A’
FPC
Cot
Scr
Cur
Ws
kno
Mil
L.<
736
Military Address: Comments: Military Address:
Cpl. Bullen, ICR.
366-07-9957
HQ Plf. HAS Co. 1-24 Marines 
III MEF
FPO San Francisco, California 96602-9474 
Comments:
Service: Marine Corps
Presently in Okinawa, training and awaiting orders. 
Doing fine.
Left on Christmas day.
Wants letters.
Service: Marine Corps 
Arrived Saudi Arabia Jan 1,1991.
Not thrilled with the ship ride.
Stationed 15 miles from the Kuwaiti border. 
Assigned mission “very dangerous”.
Wishes he was home with family and friends.
John J. Dubinski Jr.
Military Address:
Pfc. Dubinsky Jr„ John J.
376-64-5821
Co “A” 1/24 9th Marine 3d MEF ID 3dPLT
L. Cpl. McKay, John C.
372-83-4449 USMC 
Engr. Det. HQ Bssg 5 
5lhMEB Det P
FPO San Fransisco, Calif. 96693-8541
Comments: '
Service: Marines ,
Presently in the Philippines
Expects to be transferred soon to Middle East
Geuing used nto being on a ship.
Planning to travel when he gets home.
Looks forward to getting back to school.
In Engineering group trained in building bridges & air strips.
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Merring
Address:
srring, Daniel A.
•3144
472-Det Motor Transport MCAS 
Calif. 92709 Jeffrey Ridley 
Age 19
Comments:
Service: Marines
Presently in Okinawa, training. . _
Wishes he got more mail.
In good health.
Wishes he was home to tee his 18-month old daughter grow up.
Service: Marine Corps 
Presently stationed in Okinawa. 
Serving as a computer technician.
: Marines
ly in El Toro, California, waiting orders. 
[ forward to getting back to school, 
refueling transport vehicles.
Kendrick Traylor
Age 22
LQpl.Sroka,ScotE.
366-72-3911
“A" Vo. 1-24 III MEF
FPO San Franaiaco. Calif. 96602-9474
Address: Military Address:
4illcr, Roderick 
-6332
Mnt. Co. (DS) 
Jst. Sheild 
IY 09623
S.P.C.-K Traylor, Kendrick D.
421-02-8096
207th Evac. Heap.
PL McCoy
Sparta, Wise. 34636-3000
' Comments:
Service: Marines
Presently in Okinawa in training.
Doing well.
A little lonely there but in good spirits.
If war breaks out will probably go with his unit to Saudia Arabia. 
Unit may be transferred to Japan for a couple weeks.
If war docs not break out, “may" be transferred to Korea for cold- 
weather training.
s Army
Motorpool Maintcnarv
ly P. Nachbar Military Address:
Pfc. Vadas, JohnM.
383-98-8567 
Co.-A" 1-24 Marines 
HI MEF
FPO San Fransisco, Calif. 96602-9474
Address:
Kenneth A. Striegle
Age 23Nachbar, Jeremy P.
7202
.1-24 III MEF
n Fransisco, Calif. 96606-9474
Military Address:
Spc. Striegle, Kenneth A. ~ 
379-86-5624
HHC 7th Gp. 419th Trans. Bn. 
180th Trans. Co.
Operation Desert Shield 
APONY 09616-006
Service: Marines
Presently in training at Okinawa.
Morale is good.
Engaged in helicopter naming.
Left California on Christmas morning.
Marine Corps.
ently in Okinawa, awaiting orders, 
ried Dec. 1 bcgforc he left 
planned to get married Feb. 15. 
depressed, high spirits.
Us to “hurry back home.”
as he made a commitment and feels no bitterness.
Comments:
Stationed in Saudi Arabia.'
Temperatures now in the high 70s.
Blowing sand a nuissance.
Cold at night.
Transports supplies from Gulf to troops.
Each trip takes 20-30 hours.
Three trips a week.
Hu good attitude.
Rather be “home in die snow."
Mother ask* for "prayers ft* the troops them and for the world.1
PHOTO BY ERIC D. HOLLADAY
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“H” Co. 1-24 Marines 3 MEF 
FPO San Fransisco, Calif. 96602-9474 *
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Comments:
Service: Maxine Corps 
Currently in Japan awaiting orders
m i
385-78-6004 
“A" Co. 1/24 IB 
San Fransisco, C
a *
id E. Nibbelink
21
buy Address:
pi. Nibbelink, Chad E. 
64-8867
Kitrina A. VanPopering
Age 23
Military Address:
207th Evacuation Hospital y 
Attn: Pfc. Katrina Vanpopering 
372-90-3368 
Operation Detest Shield 
APONY 098324)06
Comments:
Service: Army
Shipped out 1-3-01, destination unknown.
Been doing fine.
Bored and a little apprehensive before being shipped out. 
Works u  operating room technician in medical unit
Jam es E. Weddigen
Age 20
Military Address:
L. Cpl. Weddigen, James E.
386-884374- — ----------------
Division School 
Camp Hansen
FPO San Fransisco, Calif. 96602 
Comments:
Service: Maxines
Thirdfloor Robinson men watch 
m m  r the attack on Iraq, Jan. 16,
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GVSU's 
Campus 
M inister 
watches the 
latest news 
reports a hi/ur 
the outbreak o/ 
war in the 
Middle Foist
PHOTO BY 
EMILY 
STANKEY
Persian Gulf crisis report card
The chairman of the House Armed Services Committee has rated 
countries’ contributions in the the Gulf crisis. __________—
Grade
Troops
committed
Paym ent o r 
sacrifice
Joining
embargo?
Egypt
Turkey
Kuwait
United States 
Jordan 
Syria 
Britain 
France 
‘ Saudi Arabia 
Soviet Union 
Japan 
Germany 
Iran 
Libya 
Sudan 
Yemen
A+ 30,000 $8-10 billion
A+ None 4.1 billion
A 7,000 Incalculable
A- 200,000 $17.7 billion
B+ None 1/4 of GNP
B+ 14-15,000 Unknown
B+ 10,000 $10 million
B 6,050 $40 million
B 65,700 $10 billion
B None $800 million
C None $4 billion
C None $2.1 billion
D None Unknown
F None None
F None Unknown
F None $2 5 billion
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Grades based on:
■  Military, financial participation
■  Compliance with UN sanctions
■  Political support
■  Response time
■  Nation’s ability to contribute
'Pakistan. Bangladesh, Senegal 
"Saudi Arabia, Egypl, Syria, Kuwait Ora n  U A E Bahrain. Qatar, Morocco 
SOURCE House Armed Services Committee
Troops in Saudi Arabia
Total ground forces: 289,000 
Furope Other Moslem'
' 5% 4%
Arab" U S
34% ' 57%
WAR
Missile vs. missile in the Mideast
Iraq's modified version of the Soviet Scud-B, called Al 
Hussein, has reportedly been moved into Kuwait, placing it 
closer to U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia. The U.S. Patriot air 
defense missile is one of several missiles capable of 
defending against the Al Hussein.
Iraq’s Al Hussein
■  Role: Surface to sudace 
missile
■  Range: 375-400 miles
■  Length: 37.7 feet
■  Diameter: 35 inches
■  Weight: 14,000 pounds
■  Warheads: Conventional high 
explosives
■ Propulsion: Single stage 
liquid propellant rocket
■ Speed: Mach 10-15
SOURCES Crncdgo Tnbunu Natur 
Systems "U S Comber
AT4 anti-tank weapon
I ne i gntweig"! Mu'! p . ;.xim- 
Weapon i AT 4 a 
shoulder Tree 'ecoUess 
weapon used against lign! 
armor and older Urge!:
■  Weight: ’ 4 G lb*
■ Length: 39 ’ rx ties
■ Range: ' 000- feet
■ Caliber: 3 31 inches
■ Manufacturer Honey wen
SOURCE U S Army jd n e  s infantry 
Weapons MtxJef' Land Combi:
9Cl
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By Chris Flisek
By Amy Lutz
By Andrew Kar
If anyone is wondering why 
Sean Lennon’s version of Give 
Peace a Chance is receiving a 
lot of air time on MTV, I think it 
has something to do with the fact 
that there is a war being played 
over in the Middle East
I would sincerely like to thank 
whomever organized the candle­
light vigil on January IS. It was 
an experience I cannot describe 
with words, especially since an­
other yellow ribbon was tied 
around the maple tree in my 
front yard this week.
Questions are continually 
being asked by everyone as to 
what is really going on in the 
world— in the Middle East.
There are questions pnd 
doubts in my mind concerning 
our reasons for facing-off with 
Ir^ aq, but the people who need 
our greatest support, encourage­
ment and thoughts are our 
women and men who were
placed-in the situation by the 
government that we elected into 
office.1
For the average citizen, I 
know it is hard to grasp the situ­
ation, especially with the net­
works bombarding us with up- 
to-thc-minutc coverage from cit­
ies that are strategic military tar­
gets (except Fox, we couldn’t 
miss the Simpsons).
It all seems like creation by 
Hollywood for a ratings boost. 
Correspondents from Saudi Ara­
bia report with terror in their 
eyes trying to dodge an air raid 
and the reporters from Tel Aviv 
relay their messages with a gas 
mask covering their face.
Is any of this for real?
For those of us who know 
somebody serving in the Persian 
Gulf, it becomes all too real.
I heard somebody say this 
week that they weren’t con-
You do not need to have a 
degree to come away from the 
new Penny Marshall film, 
Awakenings, with a small part 
of iL You do have to possess 
some level of empathy to 
understand the experiences of 
these persons.
Awakenings, as many of you 
have already heard, is the story 
of Dr. Oliver Sacks, a re­
searcher who in 1969 (Hey! My 
birthday!) went to work in a 
New York chronic hospital 
with psychiatric patients. In 
the film, Dr. Malcolm Sayer 
(Robin Williams) has come to 
work at the Bainbridge Hospi­
tal. At first, he thought he was 
going to be working in a re­
search lab. He quickly discov­
ers that he has applied for a po­
sition as a staff doctor.
Dr. Sayer chooses to work 
there, despite never having 
worked with patients before. 
He soon becomes intrigued 
with a number of patients who - 
exhibit what he calls dementia. 
They are able to grab objects
thrown at them and move using 
certain visual fields as reference 
guides. His research curiosity 
aroused. Dr. Sayer begins to 
look at each patient’s history. 
He finds a common denomina­
tor and begins to work on a so­
lution.
Dr. Sayer uses a drug de­
signed to help patients with 
Parkinson’s Disease on Leonard 
(Robert DeNiro), a patient who 
has been in this state for over 
twenty years. Leonard then pro­
ceeds to sample the joys of a 
world he has not been part of for 
over two decades.
The film is in two parts. First, 
we see Williams, with the help 
of Julie Kavner as a nurse 
named Eleanpr, track down the 
cause of the condition, then a 
treatment Then we see the pa­
tients come to life, first DeNiro, 
then the others. Throughout this 
entire film, we also watch as Dr. 
Sayer leams to grasp and appre­
ciate the joys of life and people 
around him. Thus this becomes
a film of two awakenings.
This is also a film of great per­
formances. Robin Williams de­
serves to run away with the 
Academy Award for Best Actor. 
So does Robert DeNiro. Wil­
liams showed with great subtlety 
the discomfort Sayer felt with 
people, and his brilliance in 
making associations between 
seemingly unrelated things, such 
as a girl playing hopscotch, and 
the cause of his patient’s limited 
walking behavior (the black and 
while floor tiles provided a field 
that she could follow). DeNiro 
literally comes alive, and loves 
every minute of it. Leonard be­
comes somewhat unrestrained, 
but relishes his newfound free­
dom.
Awakenings is certainly not a 
comedy. It is a hopeful tragedy 
that reminds everyone of the 
beauty of the simple things in 
life. It is a film that should be 
seen and felt by everyone. Now 
I only hope that 1991 holds more 
gems like this.
TESLA: FIVE MAN 
ACOUSTICAL JAM
Now, don’t worry, friends. 
I haven’t turned into a red­
neck metalhead, I’m still the 
same fun loving guy you all 
know and tolerate.
Wait until summer to buy 
this. Either that or go some­
place warm to listen to it. 
Let me set the scene; it’s a 
hot summer day, the sweat is 
rolling down your forehead 
and doing pirouettes off 
your cracked lips. You’re 
sitting on a kitchen chair set 
up on the front porch, feet 
resting on the railing. 
Youlre wearing a ripped 
pair of cutoffs and an old 
concert shirt that’s so faded 
you’re not quite sure who 
it’s for. You're taking long, 
slow sips from a rapidly 
wanning can of Bud. Your 
speakers are propped in the 
window, the disc begins and 
suddenly, the rest of the day 
doesn’t really matter any­
more.
This was recorded during 
a very small acoustic tour 
last year, (this particular 
show was taped in Philly) 
and it’s the loosest, most en­
joyable thing I’ve heard in a 
long time. Coupled with 
the between song banter, 
(“Somebody turn on the 
damn air conditioner.”) and 
loose, tossed off songs, 
(Paul McCartney’s “Maybe 
I’m Amazed” ‘Maybe I’m
amazed...... that we don’t
know this song.’) you can 
feel what a great time the
batid is having and damnit if 
it ain’t infectious.
Five Man... opens up with 
the Tesla original, “Commin’ 
Atcha Live” and then segues 
flaw lessly into a foot 
stompin’ version o f the 
Grateful Dead classic 
‘Truckin’.”
The acoustic version of 
“The Way It Is" far surpasses 
the original ‘electric’ version.
They also do a very sped- 
up version of The Beatles’ 
“We Can Work It Out” 
which slides nicely into the 
current single, a cover of 
“Signs.” (Originally done by 
The Five Man Electrical 
Band. Hence the title.)
Also covered is 
Creedence’s “Lodi” and 
“Mothers Little Helper” by 
The Stones.
The rest is all originals, 
the best being “Love Song” 
which starts as a big sing- 
along then turns .fiercely 
electric, kicks some big, 
nasty bootie and then tones 
down and goes acoustic 
again. It's quite good.
Sooooo, kick off yer shoes, 
find a porch, crank this 
sucker up and dream of 
warmer, more pleasant times 
to come.
Y’all come back now, ya 
hear!
NEXT: THE BUCK 
PETS: MERCUROTONES. 
These boys put music back 
where it belongs. In the ga­
rage.
Traveling down new roads of 
music provides us with several 
venturing artists looking to se­
cure their niche in the American 
music scene. Their success, both 
financial and spiritual, relies 
heavily on the exposure they can 
create across the nation.
♦After working with projects 
like Bomb The Bass, S’Express, 
and Beatmasters, Merlin is 
breaking ground with his inno­
vative debut, The New Rap Mes­
siah. The singles “Think About 
It” and “Drop The Pressure” are 
strong beginners.
♦New edge music from Aus­
tralian group Boxcar bares many 
technological similarities to De- 
peche Mode, Erasure, and Dead 
Or Alive. Their first full length 
album Vertigo provides creativ­
ity on the singles “Freemason 
(You Broke The Promise), “In- 
See NEW p.ll
cerned with these wartime 
events because, “it doesn’t affect 
me."
How could this not afreet you?
How can you be a citizen of 
this country, of this world and 
not have it affect you in some 
way?
It’s the people who are unin­
formed and unaware that leaves 
big holes in the global support 
system making the rest who do 
care spread themselves thinly 
across the issues.
We are in college to receive an 
education. Don't let Grand Val­
ley force-feed “well-rounded­
ness” upon you. Take control 
and supplement your college 
education with a little personal 
education on the world outside 
the boundaries o f M-45 and 
Campus Drive. It’s time to be­
come citizens of society, not 
ourselves.
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—  For January 24-30 -----
T h u rsd ay :
Noon- Lunchbreak Senes: Penelope Crawford, fortepiano, 
■ LA T i n  Calder
8 p,m.- O ur Town, LA T in Calder
9  p.m ,- NCS presents: David Naster, Promenade Deck, 
K irkhof
Eridavj
Returning Adult Student Seminar, 1S2 Commons: (W ork 
shop 1- 3 p.m., Support Group begins Tues., Feb. 5 (on­
going weekly) time: 3:30 p.m.- 5 p.m. 152 Commons, 
leaden M ary Reid Selth, x-3401)
. 5 p.m .- (in Student Life Office) Deadline for 1991-92 
Budgets for Student Organizations, contact x- 3231 for 
information.
| 7 p.m .- Bridal Show, Promenade Deck, K irkhof
7 p.m.- AFS: Potem kin, 132 LHH
8 p.m.- O ur Town, LA T in Calder
9  p jn .-  BFS: Ironweed, 132 LH H
‘ ■ ■'
Saturday;
8 p.m - O ur Town, LAT in Calder 
Field House All-Nighter
Sunday;
10:30 a.m.- Dialogue Worship Service, Portside, Kirkhof 
6:30 p m .-  Catholic Mass, 132 LHH
■ i\:J> ■' |  -/-ik
.Wednesday;
Noon- LBS: M ientka Duo, cello and piano, LAT, Calder 
Noon, 4 p.m ., 7 p.m.- ELP: Dealing W ith Apathy 
7:15 p.m.- Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, K leiner B
9 p.m .- M id-week Bible Study, 224 Commons 
9 p.m .- BFS: P sycho, 132 LHH
.—
IpfpPp •> •;
■ ■ V .
... /  fit ,.
J g K g fj .’ . • - •
.
_ .a. fc .
Dr. Samuel D. Proctor gave an inspirational presentation, appropriately titled, "From Past Wisdom fo r  
Future Vision." He spoke about his experiences as’a black youth and how his experiences made him into 
\w h a t he is today.____________________________ __________________ PHOTO BY JASON DENNY J
SB®
saga
.iWMf
REW from p. —
sect”, and new release “Gas
Sion” at p .
*”To not use sampling is a
■
crime” is the philosophy of Mi­
chael Edwards, lead vocalist for 
Jesus Jones. Their onslaught 
album Liquidizer is claimed to 
contain samples of 36 artists, but 
the music is so intense, and pos- 
sibly too fast to dance to, that 
lawyers could never prove any 
case of illegal activity. The 
beats are heavy, the vocals im­
pact, and the concept unbeliev-
•f. f  ‘ '■ /  .v ________ *  ._____
able.
♦"Education meets the street”
•
on the first product of Intelligent 
Hoodlum, a self-titled collection 
of intelligent rap headed by the
anthem “Black And Proud”. He:: ' . • - - ■ / /
idolizes James Brown,, and 
reaches for important boundaries 
of pride, sufficient education, 
and trust on this effort 
♦A band that produces upbeat 
modem rock, mellow rhythm 
sounds, everything in between, 
and puts all this on a release en­
titled ToyboatToyboatToyboat is
■ - W k
O-Positive. A “rare” band with. . . .
quality output—an excellent al- 
temative to the same, predictable 
material flying the airwaves time
£
after time.
KARATS from p. 6 —------- —
turnouts to these shows then 
there won’t be any shows. 
Think about that.
It's really too bad that those 
of you who opted not to show 
will never know what a great 
time the rest of us had.
A special thanks should go 
out to Vinyl Solution for, essen­
tially, making the evening pos-
tjS  M i V- t : •r,
For your convenience
B O O K  S T O R E
'
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Lakers Sweep;
Take Sole Possession 
of First Place
By Jerry Smigelski
Sports Editor
Last week, ilic Grand Valley 
men’s basketball team picked 
the right time to win both of 
their home games.
The Lakers defeated Hillsdale 
College 71-62 anti Wayne State 
95-79. With those victories the 
Lakers took sole position of 
first place in the GLIAC for the 
first time in nearly six years 
with a 14-3 overall and 5-2 con­
ference record.
Grand Valley, even with sole 
possession of first place, will 
not have time to relax as only a 
game and a half separates the 
Lakers from seventh-place 
Northern Michigan University.
The Lakers held the Hillsdale 
high-powered offense to only 
19 points in the first half. But 
unfortnnely for GV they also 
shot less then 30% and only 
commanded a 28-19 half-time 
lead.
The second half provided the 
fans with lots of offense with 
both teams shooting at least 
5071 from the field. Grand Val­
ley matched Hillsdale’s 43 sec­
ond half points and captured a 
big conlcrence vktors
Grand Valles got a big game 
from Steve liaises svho had ! '  
points and eight rebound'
Guard Jason Devine was sen­
sational on defense svith six 
steals, and added seven as sits 
and seven points
Sophomore Ban B nner led 
the Lakers with 18 points.
Other Laker scorers were: 
senior Todd Jcnks-14 points and 
Charlie Mandl-six points and 
eight assists.
On Saturday afternoon, Grand 
Valley faced last-place Wayne 
Slate University. In the first half 
the Tartars played anything like 
their record, going in at half time 
trailing the Lakers only 36-39.
Much like the game against 
Hillsdale, the Lakers came out 
sluggish in the first half, shoot­
ing only 35% from the field.
In the second half, ihe Lakers 
lit n up, shooting 18 of 30 and 
out-scoring Wayne Suite for a 95- 
79 victory.
Senior Todd Jcnks led the 
Lakers with 19 points and added 
three assits.
Forward Charlie Mandt had 14 
points and seven rebounds. 
(Other Lakers turning in fine 
performances were: Steve Har­
vey 15 points and four steals, 
Terrence Williams 12 points 
and five assits, Jason Devine 
nine points, and center Shawn 
O’Mara eight points and five re­
bounds
With the parity in the GLIAC 
this season, ihe Lakers will need 
to N' at their best cverv night to 
sta\ at the top of the pack.
This Thursday the Lakers 
travel to Saginaw Valley to take 
on the second-place Cardinals. Laker Charlie Mandt skies hi%h over Hillsdale's Luka Ivanovich for two points in a 71-62 GV win.
PHOTO BY ERIC HOLLADAY
Swimmers Finish in Middle of 
Pack at Indianapolis Invitational
swimmers earned an A- and oih- 
eis a he said
Men's Track TeamWins 
Season Opener at Home
Its Suit! Killev
S I [■ W [ I U-1
Ibis p.isi w eekeml the 
( 11.in.l \  alley men's and 
w oiiu n ' sw mi teams com 
pete,! with thirteen other 
t, .ini- ai the l 'Diversity ol In 
dun.i|xilis Invitational. Both 
teams swam to seventh-place
I imshes
l .iker coach Dewey 
\ ,  a some was not worried 
about team results, but more 
oi the main focus was on indi­
viduals' performances. To 
support this he only took part 
ol the team.
Newsome felt some team 
members performed very well, 
while some only fair. “If this 
were midterm exams, some
One swimmer that may be 
among those A- swimmers could 
he ’loin Vaiulerstool. Vandcr- 
sloot earned a second place in 
the 200 Ireestvle. a third in the 
1(H) freestyle, and a ninth in the 
100 butterfly
Other top (vrlurmers were 
Bryan Kei/er with a fourth place 
finish in the MX) butterfly and 
Val Stone house with a tilth 
place m the MX) butterfly. The 
men's 800 freestyle relay team 
finished fourth while the 
women’s finished fifth respec­
tively.
The Invitational also produced 
many individual season-bests in­
cluding Curl Warner, who 
Newsome felt had his best over­
all showing this year. Warner 
turned a season-best time in 
the 1650 free and the 2(X) 
backstroke.
Other bests included Julie 
Blythe's tune m the 2IX) trees 
tyle and Kevin Fortier's time 
In the 400 I. VI Eric Schnci 
der and Dave Martini had a 
gixxl day when they turned 
yearly bests in the 100 back 
stroke arid the 200 backstroke.
Heidi Schindort added her 
name to the long list ol cam 
paign bests with her 200 indi­
vidual medley time. Kris 
Schottey also jumped in with 
an impressive time in the 200 
and 400 individual medley 
In addition, Jacqui Pugh 
swam her career best in the |
By Jeanine Freese
S|x>rts Writer
Die ( band Valles Stale I in 
versus men’s ti.n. k se.ison i 
starting out right Indus night 
the Lakers won the in meet 
against Lansing Gommumis 
College and Aquinas Gian,I 
Valley finished wiih 89 jwmils 
LCC with 5(I and \qum.i■ with 
I 5
Coach Gars Mai tin suite,I It 
was a good meet I lie men 
looked strong"
According to Martin, the high 
lights of the meet were the |vr 
formances given bs Nassau Mu­
hammad. Mahanimad won the 
50 meter, the 300 meter, and an 
chored the winning 800 meter 
relay team.
Brent Dykestra won the pole 
vault compeuon with a vault ol
14 6
Rands Glaus out-distanced 
die uimpction in the shot put 
wiih an el fort ol 45 5 and Maik 
Jacobs won the long jump with 
a lump ol 19' 10
Scott Berkmer turned in a |vi 
lormanee of 78’ 6.78 to win the 
triple jump, while Steve Nedcr 
sold lead the 50 yard high 
huulles with a lime of 7.22 
Bill I-'lanery paced the 400 to 
a winning time of 51.05.
Die meet was a good warm 
up for a tough meet against Fer­
ns. It will be a good meet, two 
of the best teams in the GLIAC 
(Grand Valley and Ferns) will 
be battling it out" commented 
Martin
The Lakers’ meet with Ferns 
and LCC will take place Friday 
at 6 pan. in the Field House
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VIEW FROM
1'ScutsC h e a p *
Lady Lakers Pick Up Two GLIAC Victories
By Sandy Bloomer 
Sporu Writer
W ith Dave Benner
H i
•Perhaps this week more 
than any other I found it very 
difficult to write. It was be­
yond  a s im p le  case  o f  
“ w riter’s block”. W hen 
events are as serious abroad 
as they are, it m akes one real­
ize ju st how trivial athletic 
competition-be it on the ama­
teur or professional level-re- 
ally is in the whole scope of 
th in g s.. .
•Even though I went a 
flawless 2-0 in last week­
end’s playoff games, I have­
n ’t made any plans to go to 
Vegas and become a bookie 
yet. So fo r now I ’m still a 
business student/columnist.
W ithout further adieu then, 
here’s m y anxiously-awaited 
Super Bowl XXV prediction: 
Buffalo will claim its first- 
ever championship over the 
Giants 27-17.
Both teams are riding high 
now and playing well, but I 
still feel that the Bills have 
the best combo p f offense-de- 
fense-and special teams in all 
o f  football. T hey’re a com ­
plete team that’s very tal­
ented, aggressive and well- 
coached.
•Since 300+ coaching vic­
tories is such a big deal, con­
sider 1,153! Jim Smiddy 
from Bradley Central (Cleve­
land, T enn .) notched that 
num ber recently, thus becom ­
ing the winningest coach in 
high school basketball his­
tory.
•T hose w ho thought, or 
even  still think, that U N L V ’s 
Larry Johnson w ould be the 
first pick in next sum m er’s 
N B A  draft had better start 
lifting their foot up to their 
m ouths.
W h ile  J o h n so n  is  a 
bonafide star, he is not tall 
en ou gh  to be a franchise 
player in the league the way 
that L S U ’s su p er sop h  
S haq uillc  O ’N ea l w ill be 
“Shack”, as h e ’s known, has 
im proved trem endously in the 
last year and a h alf and is my 
favorite for P layer o f  the 
Year. The scary pan is that 
he d o esn ’t even  turn 19 until 
March.
Cost of a 30-second 
Super Bowl TV ad
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women’s basketball team 
added two decisive GLIAC vic­
tories as they swooshed their 
M y money says Shaquille way past Hillsdale College and 
jum ps Dale Brow n’s ship af- Wayne State UniversityState University last
week.
Grand Valley boosted its over­
all record to 11-5. The Lakers’ 
won-loss record in the confer­
ence is 4-3.
Against Hillsdale, the Lakers 
long overdue. Everything .dominated offensively in the 
from the elim ination o f ath- first half to take a 42-31 lead, 
letic dorms to restrictions on GVSU shot 43% from the field 
recruiting and coaching staff compared to the Chargers 38%. 
sizes should serve to put ath- Grand Valley also pulled 
letics on college campuses in down 12 more rebounds than
ter this season and opts for 
the N BA ’s megabucks.
•The recent NCAA reforms 
tak ing  pow er aw ay  from  
Div.I athletic programs were
better perspective.
•E ven  w hen  M ario  
Lemieux does return in Feb-
Hillsdale.
The Lady Lakers were able to 
add 11 more points to their lead 
in the second half to claim an
ruary, I find it hard to believe victory 
that he 11 be as effective as he a  hustling Grand Valley de- 
was before m ajor back sur- fense created 23 turnovers for 
gery. Hillsdale compared to Grand
•C o lleg e  fo o tb a ll  felL V alley’s 16.
90,000 fans short this past Leading scorers for the Lakers 
season o f breaking its all- were Shelli Nemeth with 22 and 
tim e attendance record o f Carrie Dillon with 21. Nemeth 
-ja 65? 170 set in 1984 and Dillon were also leading rc-
•The T ^ e rs  Obviously a re b o u n d s  w it, H and 8 rcspcc-
lively.
Saturday, Grand Valley hosted 
Wayne State University. GV’s 
aggressive full-court press 
rattled Wayne State. GV made a 
Heath. Consistent veterans 12-O run in the first four minutes 
are irreplaceable. Df the game.
The Lakers shot an impressive
not aw are o f  how  m uch 
th ey ’ll m iss Jack  M o rris’ 
200+ innings pitched o r the 
steadiness o f catcher Mike
GV's Marie Thomas is providing the Lakers with strong play on both 
the offensive and defensive ends o f the court. The Lady Lakers beat
Hillsdale 82-66.
57% during the first half com­
pared to Wayne State’s 48%. 
Despite Wayne State’s 4-6 three 
point shooting, the Lakers held a 
47-32 lead. It was one that
PHOTO BY ERIC HOLLADAY
Grand Valley never surrendered 
throughout the game.
Grand Valley again dominated
See HOOPS, p. 16
GVSU COUNSELING CENTER
WINTER 1991 SEMINARS
IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS
DATE: Starting Mon., Jan 21 (on-going weekly)
TIM E: 4 -5 :3 0  PM 
PLAC E: 152 Commons
GROUP LEAD ER S: Wayne Klnzie & Mary Oppenhuizen
SEASO N AL BLUES
DATE: Starting Wed., Feb. 13 (2 sessions) 
TIM E: 1 - 2 : 3 0  PM 
PLAC E: 152 Commons 
GROUP LEADERS: Harriet Singleton
THE RETURNING ADULT STUDENT 
W O R KSHO P
DATE: Fri., Jan. 25 TIME: 1 - 3 PM PLACE 
GROUP LEADERS: Marcia Hollingsworth 
SU P P O R T G R O U P
DATE: Starting Tues., Feb. 5 (on-going weekly) 
TIM E: 3:30 - 5 PM PLACE: 152 Commons 
GROUP LEADERS: Mary Reid Selth
INTERPERSONAL POWER
DATE: Starting Tues., Feb. 5 (4 sessions)
TIM E: 3 - 5 PM
PLACE: K leiner Commons, Room A 
GROUP LEAD ER S: Wayne Kinzie
PLANNING FOR GRADUATE 
& PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
DATE: Wed., Feb. 6 
TIM E: 3 - 5 PM 
PLACE: Eberhard Center 
GROUP LEADERS: John Zaugra
WOMEN WHO "LO V E TOO M UCH"
DATE: Wed., 6 & 13 
TIME:1 - 3 PM
PLACE: 152 Commons -
GROUP LEADERS: Diana Pace & Mary Oppenhuizen
SURVIVORS OF CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE 
DATE: Startim 
TIME: 2 - 2:3
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCO HO LICS 
DATE: Starling Wed., Feb. 13 
152 Commons TIM E: 1 1 - 1 2  Noon
PLACE: 152 Commons
GROUP LEADERS: Rosemary Borgic & Pam Hachet
Mon., Feb. 11 (8 sessions) 
PM
PLACE: 152 Commons 
GROUP LEADERS: Virginia Stam ler 
& Marcia Hollingsworth
SPEECH ANXIETY W ORKSHOP 
DATE: Tues., Feb. 12 
TIME: 3 -4 PM
PLACE: K leiner Commons, Room B 
GROUP LEADERS: Virginia Stam ler
CAREER PLANNING W ORKSHOP 
DATE: Wed., Feb. 20 
TIME: 3 - 5 PM 
PLACE: 152 Commons 
GROUP LEADERS: Diana Pace
JOURNEYS OF PAIN AND PRIDE:
LIVING AS LESBIAN OR GAY ON 
CO LLEG E CAMPUSES 
DATE: Thurs., March 28 
TIM E: 1 - 2 PM 
PLAC E: 152 Commons 
GROUP LEADERS: Jim Croteau
PREPARATION FOR EXAMS
DATE:Tues., April 2
TIME: 7 - 8 : 3 0  PM
PLAC E: Kleiner Commons, Room A
GROUP LEADERS: John Zaugra & Harriet Singleton
EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT 
DATE: Wed., April 3 
TIME: 4 - 5 PM
PLACE: Kleiner Commons, Room A 
GROUP LEADERS: Carmen Nochera
GOING HOME
DATE: Mon., April 8
TIME: 6:30 - 8 PM
PLACE: Kleiner Commons, Room A
GROUP LEADERS: Pam Hachet & Mary Oppenhuizen
Somin.irs .trv nKStMiU'tl f>\ thi
( \RKKR 1*1. YWINC \\ |>  r o t  NSI I | \ ( i  ( I VI KR
l if H id \  t!L \ V  li l 11IV :SOURCE Advertising Age
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Lady Lakers Dominate LCC and Aauinas
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Writer
Injuries Hamper Lakers' Season
Field events, sprints, 
distance and hurdles; the 
Grand V a lley  S ta le  
U n iv ers ity  w o m en ’s 
track team can do it all. 
Friday the Lady Lakers 
excelled against Lansing 
Community College and 
Aquinas.
GV won the meet with 
92 points, followed by 
LCC with 39 and 
Aquinas with 16.
According to Coach 
Gary Martin,  the 
highlight of the meet for 
the women’s team was 
the performance of 
sophomore Tamtnic 
Gipc. Gipc threw the 
shot 44' 9.5", setting a 
new school and Field 
House record.
The field events 
winners for Grand Valley 
were Jennifer Denton 
with a height of 5' 3" in 
the high jump and 
Regina Brewer in both 
the long jump and triple 
jump.
Connie Klein won the 
50 m high hurdles with a 
time 7.98 seconds.
Freshman Amber 
Johnson won the 50 m 
dash with a time of 6.74 
seconds. Lisa Paparanac 
lead the Lady Lakers in 
the 300 m with 44.96, 
and Junior Kristal Mack 
paced the 600 m with a 
time of 1:41.71.
Senior Sandra Terrell 
took the 1500 m in 
4:52.08, while Grand 
Valley's 800 meter relay
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer
The theme of the year for 
the Grand Valley Slate 
University wrestling team 
has been injuries. So far, 
injuries have raised havoc 
up and down the line-up, 
including head coach Jim 
Scott.
Last Friday, the Lakers 
traveled to the Upper 
Peninsula for a meet with 
Lake Superior State 
University without their 
coach, Jim Scott, and lost to 
the Soo Lakers 21-13.
A ssistant coaches Jim 
Price and Mike Young have 
been coaching the team 
since Dec. 15 due to Coach 
Scott’s medical condition.
Due to injuries, the 
coaching staff was forced to 
m odify the line-up by 
moving Mark Cosby up to 
167 pounds and Joe Scane 
up to 150 pounds. For both 
wrestlers the adjustment was 
easy because they didn’t 
have to drop weight.
Cosby won 14-10 over 
Ernest Harris, a Junior 
College All-American. Scane 
drew just as tough of an 
assignment, losing, however, 
to All-American Eric Cluck in 
the last eight seconds o f the 
match.
Another change in the line­
up was at 190 pounds. 
Freshman, Collen Newberry 
won 11-2 over John Stump.
Commented Young, “It’s 
good to see a freshman come 
in and win for us.”
Friday, the Lakers journey 
to Mount Pleasant for a meet 
with Central and Eastern 
Michigan.
Young and Price have 
stepped up the conditioning 
this w eek , em phasizing  
preparations for the upcoming 
NCAA regionals.
“It com es down to the 
regionals to qualify for the 
n a tio n a ls ,” pointed out 
Young, “and the top eight 
from the nationals are All- 
Americans.”
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER 
Senior Sandra Terrell 
leads the pack during the 
1500 meter race. Terrell 
won with a time o f  
4:52.08.
team consisting of Mack, Marilyn 
Sneidder, Julie Boss and Paparanac 
won with a time of 1:50.09.
Martin stated, “It was a good 
meet. We're ready for a tough 
meet against Ferris."
The Lady Lakers will host Ferris 
and LCC Friday at 6 p.m in the 
Field House arena.
^  GRAND RAPIDS
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"  STYLE BAR
CHICAGO
THURSDAY & SUNDAY NIGHT SPEC IA LS '
50C DRAFTS •
$1.00 HIGHBALLS
WITH THIS AD 
FREE COVER THURSDAY, 
January 24
108 Pearl NW
Congratulations to the Della Pledge Class of 
Delta Zeta Sorority.
■\
Winter *91
Jenny Antchff 
'Deb by Austin 
Kfrsten ‘frowning 
‘Kate Con ley 
Carrie Cooper j a d u f o t z  
‘Jennifer'Dowling Came 'Mill 
'Bridget 'Fverett ‘Betsy ‘Michmcrshuizen 
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Attention Graduating Seniors!
Exciting Sales Opportunities available 
with Detroit publishing company
Goto Reseorch, Inc , Q major publisher of reference boots for librones and  businesses 
worldwide, »s seeking energetic, highly motivated individuals with o drive to succeed 
and  the desire to (Otn a  dynamic, growth onentod company 
W e offer the right individual the opportunity to:
► W ork with a  professional d ien te le
► Develop existing occounfs and  new  business
► C a l  in a  defined territory
► Sefl a  brood range of new an d  established product
Competitive salary plus bonus. Complete benefit package includes m etical, dental 
and  optical coveroge, profit shanng< ond retirement plan Stimulating work environ 
ment m prime downtown location.
Customer or public contort experience helpful Must enjoy working with people ond 
have a  pleasant, professional phone m anner Telemarketing troining provided 
To team more about the application process and  tell us about yourself, ca<l our 24 hour 
line the w eek; (313)961-7830 C a m p u , Stdm R»crutt*f
Or send your resume to: g m  S a le  flBS8 a/CA *JC . 
fq u *  Oppcxlunty U5 Ptnotaca Sty t e a t  I t  4425*
CLASSIFIED ADS
Wanted
ALASKA NOW HIRING 
l ogging, consl., fishing, 
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to 
S7,(XX)mth. CALL. NOW' 
206-748-7544 Ext. A-438
National marketing linns seeks 
mature student to manage on 
campus promotions for topcom 
panics this school year. Flexible 
hours with earning potential to 
$2,500 per semester. Must be or 
gani/ed, hardworking and money 
motivated. CallMarcy C. at(800) 
592-2121, Ext. 123.
:
CLASSIFIED ADS wtntcd for The 
l^mhom. $3.00 for ihc first 15 
words. 15# far each iddiucml word 
$1.00 for border. All ads must be 
prepaid. The Lanlhom ofTicc is lo­
cated in the lower level of Kiiihof 
Centex. Send ada to The Lanlhom, 
Grand Valley State Uruvcrsuy, Al­
lendale, Ml 49401. Deadline is six 
days prior to publication (Thursday 
at 5 pm). Special GVSU Student 
Rate: $1.00 for the fust 10 words, 
(Minimum charge).
Fundraisers
Best Fundraiser On-Campus' 
Looking fora fraternity, sorority 
orstudcntorganizaqpn that would 
liketoeam $500-51,000 for a one 
week on-campus markeung proj­
ect. Must be organized and hard 
working. Call Marcy or Monica 
at (800) 592-2121, Ext. 123
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO­
GRAM
$1000 in just one week. Earn up 
to S1000 for your campus orgam 
zaiion. Plus a chance at S5(XK) 
more! This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 1 - SOO
932-0528 Ext. 50
Best Fundraisers On-Campus!
If your fraternity, sorority or club 
is interested in earning $500.00 
to $1,000.00 for a one-week, on- 
campus marketing project? You 
must be well-organized and hard 
working. Call Marcy at (800) 
592-2121.
Services
TYPING - Term papers, 
resumes, and more! Reason­
able rates. Call WORD 
P R O C E S S I N G  S E R V ­
ICES OF JENISON at 457- 
1903 today!
Personals
ALONE? Looking forsome- 
one lo love7? Choose dates 
I rum portfolios with photos. 
Prompt Safe. Private. Fun. 
Free registrauon forstudents. 
Call FRIENDSHIP FIND­
ERS lor free brochure or no 
obligation appointment - 
455-3177. Serving singles 
since 1978.
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For Rent
Allendale Duplex for rent, 2 
bedrooms, nearly remodlcd. 
895-9341 after 5.
z z z z z z z z z z z
/
B lim p
fun factsTampa Stadium is all abuzz before the Super Bowl teams 
even arrive. A look at how the stadium is getting ready 
and how ABC-TV will cover the game.
Capacity: 74,315 . PreeeboxandauxKary
Playing surface: Grass; NFL press area: Normally
rates it the best grass of all NFL seats 300; expanded to
football stadiums accommodate 3,000;
Built: 1966-'67; expanded 1976 four stories high
Lengtti: 205 feet i__t w .
Weight: 15,000 pounds
Filled with: 247,800 cubic feet of helium
Max. speed: 65 mph
Crew: Pilot, camera operator
Camera: Rotates 360°, free of vibrations
■  Goodyear’s Spirit of Akron:
Game coverage
■  Sea World's Shamu:
Pre-game panoramic views
New luxury box:
To be used by 
ABC for pre-game, 
half-time shows
M-Auxiliary press
W T T
NFC locker room *
(under bleachers)
25 hospNaMy tents:
For corporate 
parties; tents / /  
cover 600,000 (f=^
sq. f t  in /feaa 
parking lot J[
Second
Jumbo-tron Congratulations to 
senior Steve Harvey 
for receiving the Male 
Laker Athlete of the 
Week award for his 
consistent play In two 
home wins for the 
Lakers. Steve had 28 
combined points , 13 
rebounds and five 
steals in the Laker 
victories.
New backs 
for stadium 
seat
Luxury boxes
Sony Jumbo-tron:
For scoreboard 
instant replay
How officials uselftstant replay *
1. ABC cameras 2. Officials on the field 3. Replay official in booth watches live action on two TVs, doesn't
follow the action have best vantage hear ABC commentators; has two VCRs to record, replay action;
point for most calls contacts umpire via radio headset If a call is overturned
Forward Carrie Dillion 
receives the Female 
Laker Athlete of the 
Week award for her 
tremendous all around 
play. In the  tw o  
victories for GV. Carrie 
scored a com bined  
total of 41 points, 17 
rebounds, and  six 
steals. Carrie was also 
elected GLIAC player 
of the Week for her 
o u t s t a n d i n g  
performances.
it : ,  .
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ABC’s cameras: 23
camera in all; nine are 
• stationary, rest will 
move around
A  Stationary
• f. 'v: ;'f: ■/' 1
I  N ew hauybox:Tobe ■
P * / a( purchased by highest- 
bidding corporation;
v „  x  y  n
E T j ft  ■011111
seats 30; has bar, ;
refrigerator, rest room
-f * u  & [ 3 ■  Miies
SOURCE: National Football League, Tampa Sports Authority, Capital Cities/ABC Inc., Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Sea Work) ol
Honda; Research by JUDY TREIBLE and ULY DOW 
01/21/91
HOOPS, from p. 13— —-----------------------------------------------------
during the second half, thrashing Wayne State 94-62.
For the game, the Lakers pulled down 22 more rebounds than their 
opponents, 49-27.
Carrie Dillon and Shelli Nemeth again shared the spot light by scor­
ing 20 and 19 points respectively.
Helle Mathiesen also tossed in 14 points and Marie Thomas lead 
the rebounding with nine.
Grand Valley travels to Saginaw Valley State Thursday. The Lady 
Lakers then host Lake Superior State University on Monday, Jan 28 at
5:45 p.m.
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR 
PHOTO CLASS STUDENTS
ON ALL YOUR NEEDED SUPPLIES.
Present your class "needs lis t ’  when 
making your purchase!
* FILM * PAPER
* CHEM ICALS * NEG SLEEVES
* TANKS * TONER
* THERMOMETERS * BATTERIES
LOW PRICES & CONVENIENT LOCATIONS!
1533 Wealthy 
51 Monroe Mall 
3150 Plainfield 
2883 S-W ilson  
Grandville
AT SERA TEC,
WE D 0 N T  BELIEVE IN  
TAKING CHANCES, 
TH A T’S W HY W E ...
• Use sterile, Disposable Equipment 
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated 
•Require a Physical Exam Prior To 
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
•Physical is FREE
•Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids 
Virus
•Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment
HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO WEEP PLASMA
EARN $3000 A  WEEK D O N A T IN G  P LA S M A
SERA TEC BIOLOGICAL!
1973 S. DIVISION 
GRAND RAPIDS. Ml
CALL OR STOP BY 
TUES. - FRI. 7 A .M .- 5 P.M. 
CLOSED M O N .
(616) 241 - 6335
NEW DONORS R IC H V I
BONUS
On Your 1st Donation
(With This Coupon)
Local ID Required
